Instructor: David Wei, LL610G, emails: dsl.wei01@gmail.com; wei@cis.fordham.edu

Course Description

This project-based internship course is designed to provide the students an opportunity to practice what they have learned from their previous taken courses. It also offers the students an opportunity to increase their knowledge about a career that they may have a strong interest in pursuing.

Course Objectives

- To provide students an opportunity to research a particular profession in depth
- To provide students an opportunity to conduct research that considers how academic theory informs, and is informed by, organizational practice
- To provide students an opportunity to develop their critical thinking, problem-solving, and research and communication skills which are critical to career readiness

Evaluation

Your course grade will be given based on your performance on the following works:

First report (Due June 9) ......................... 0%
Final report (Due June 25) ....................... 70%
Supervisor’s evaluation (Due June 25) .......... 30%
---------------------------------------------------------------
Total .................................................. 100%